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We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok. It is similar to the earlier rack mount effect,
Roland SDD320 Dimension D, but in a compact pedal format. The “Dimension” chorus effect is one
where thickness, depth and a sense of width, is added to the sound to produce a kind of 3D effect. It
is quit rare and it’s not uncommon to see it go for a lot of money in the used pedal market. There
isn’t any way to adjust your sound other than to choose from one of the four presets. The users have
never seen this as a problem as all 4 presets produce excellent sounds. Stereo outputs gives you a
wider sense of 3D effect A builtin noise reduction circuitry keeps noise level down. Turbo Distortion.
DS2 Music Pedal pdf manual download. File Boss DS2 TURBO Distortion. FREE DELIVERY possible
on eligible purchases. Guitar Effects Pedal The BOSS DS 2 is an enhanced version of the already.
Turbo mode can also be activated via an additional footswitch on the remote jack. 0% Financing,
FREE Shipping, FREE Tech Support, and. FREE Warranty for Boss DS2 Turbo Distortion Pedal!.
Turbo Distortion Pedal gives you two turbo modes warm and mild with flat frequency. BOSS DS2
Owners Manual. The DS2 features twin Turbo modes. Turbo Mode I produces warm and mellow
distortion with flat frequency response. Turbo Mode II provides biting distortion. The first distortion
effects unit made by Boss, it has become a classic effect, used by many notable guitar players. Boss
produced a successor, the DS2. The DS2 Turbo Distortion released in 1988. The Boss DS2 Turbo
Distortion features two modes of distortion, one flat and classic and one with pronounced mids for
soloing or cutting through. Using an. Boss DS2 TURBO
Distortion.http://elrwad-institute.com/userfiles/craftsman-22-gas-hedge-trimmer-manual.xml
boss dc-2 manual, boss rc-2 manual, boss ds-2 manual, boss rc 2 manual pdf, boss
ds-2 manual pdf, boss rc-2 service manual, boss rc 2 manuale italiano, boss dc-2
service manual, boss dc-2 manual, boss rc-2 manual, boss dc-2 manual pdf, boss dc-2
manual download, boss dc-2 manual transmission, boss dc-2 manual free.
It is rumoured that the DS2 was maybe used by Kurt Cobain of Nirvana in the early 90 s, but he is
linked to a lot of equipment so. 21 Nov 2014. roadtough constructioneverything on a BOSS pedal is
made with. DS2 TURBO Distortion. This sound, with maximum MANUAL and. Reload to refresh your
session. Reload to refresh your session. Depression, ADHD, memory loss, agitation These may seem
like inevitable byproducts of modern lives spent multitasking, not getting enough sleep, and
operating on digital overload. But while much of the brain’s work still remains a mystery, a growing
body of scientific evidence suggests that the food you eat directly affects how well your brain
functions. Brain health also pl.The guests range from super celebs Jamie Foxx, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, etc. and athletes icons of powerlifting, gymnastics, surfing, etc. to legendary
Special Operations commanders and blackmarket biochemists. For most of my guests, it’s the first
time they. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for
other manual. Document preview No preview for this item!For this no need registration. May be
help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service
center. Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In
addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be
found on this page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to
download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Hozzam
kerult ez az aiwa ge 950 equalizer. Bekapcsolaskor se kep se hang. Viszont a kijelzok futesei

mennek. A panelon a csatlakozoknal semmi felirat,hogy mi micsoda. Igy joforman merni sem tudok.
Tapot atneztem diodak jok,tranzisztorok jok,semmi egesnyom. Minden segitseget
megkoszonok!http://arrhythmiaclinic.com/userfiles/20200911211747.xml
A torekeny muanyagalkatreszeket kicsereltem a hullamvaltoban de felo hogy csuszkak nem
ugyanugy kerultek vissza. Keresek kapcsolasi rajzot.Illetve erdektelen, nem relevans informaciot se
tartalmazzon a cim! A helytelenul elnevezett topik felfuggesztesre, majd 48 ora utan torlesre kerul.
Felfuggesztett allapotban nem tudnak masok addig hozzaszolni, amig ki nem javitod a cimet.
Yamaha rxv450 random ujraindulas Sziasztok. Van egy yamaha rxv450es erositom amit eleg reg nem
hasznaltam. Most probaltam ismet hasznalatba venni, de sajnos lett vele valami. Egy kis hasznalat
utan random ujraindulgat. Valamikor el sem tud indulni. Indulasnal behuz benne egy rele majd ki is
kapcsol, ismet behuz majd ismet elejt. Aramtalanitom varok egy picit akkor elindul, de kis ido utan
ismet kezd ujraindulni. Valamikor 10 percig megy, de valamikor csak 1 percig. Van valakinek esetleg
otlete, hogy mi faradhatott el benne. Similar manuals You can write in English language into the
forum not only in Hungarian. This may happen as a result of the following Javascript is disabled or
blocked by an extension ad blockers for example Your browser does not support cookies Please
make sure that Javascript and cookies are enabled on your browser and that you are not blocking
them from loading. How about you make us one Prepare to do a hell of a lot of work. How about you
make us one Yes I know they are more difficult and need for more equipment, but for me and the
ideas I want to play with they mostly lay with modulation and time based effects. Thanks,
puppiesonacid I already succesfully copied the original pcboards of the Boss CE2 and DM2 and I am
now looking at a good photo of the DC2s PCB begging to be reproduced. Thanks a lot Lohstah. I
second that!! Thanks. However, thanks to an infusion of Waza Craft technology and design, the
DC2W has now evolved with electronic switching that unlocks a multitude of sonic variations not
available on the vintage units.
Built from the original circuit designs and updated with modern refinements, the DC2W is the only
pedal available that delivers the classic Dimension experience with complete sonic authenticity. This
enthusiastic spirit continues on with the Waza Craft series, which brings you exceptional tone and
touch response through carefully selected analog components, refined circuitry, and meticulous
attention to detail. In Japan, “Waza” is the term for art and technique, and these special edition
pedals proudly carry the Waza symbol to represent the pinnacle of BOSS design and craftsmanship.
This will include a text or email on the day of delivery giving you an exact hour window of when your
gear will be with you, and the drivers name just so you know when to turn the volume down. Orders
under 99 4.99 Delivery Charge at CheckoutThe Boss DC2W Dimension C is the natural evolution of
the iconic Roland SDD320 Dimension D Rack mount effect, combined with the legendary Boss DC2
sonic signature. However, thanks to an infusion of Waza Craft technology and design, the DC2W has
now evolved with electronic switching that unlocks a multitude of sonic variations not available on
the vintage units. Built from the original circuit designs and updated with modern refinements, the
DC2W is the only pedal available that delivers the classic Dimension experience with complete sonic
authenticity. This enthusiastic spirit continues on with the Waza Craft series, which brings you
exceptional tone and touch response through carefully selected analog components, refined
circuitry, and meticulous attention to detail. In Japan, “Waza” is the term for art and technique, and
these special edition pedals proudly carry the Waza symbol to represent the pinnacle of BOSS design
and craftsmanship. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and audiobooks from
major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime.
Report this Document Download Now save Save Boss Ds 2 Turbo Distortion Owner Manual For Later
17 views 0 0 upvotes 0 0 downvotes Boss Ds 2 Turbo Distortion Owner Manual Uploaded by Zeke
Faison Description Boss manual Full description save Save Boss Ds 2 Turbo Distortion Owner
Manual For Later 0 0 upvotes, Mark this document as useful 0 0 downvotes, Mark this document as

not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 6 Search inside
document Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change
Language. Since being discontinued in 1989, it’s become as elusive as it is sought after. So how does
it work and why is it so popular.But in its 4 years of production, it made a sizeable impression on the
world of guitar effects. Like all Boss pedals, it was rugged, compact, easy to use and reliable. But a
combination of trailblazing tones and rarity cemented its place as one of the most soughtafter
modulation pedals ever made. With Boss resurrecting the Dimension C in the form of a Waza
Craftdesigned version, we felt it was only fitting to explore the magic behind the original Boss
Dimension C. It used a BBD Bucket Brigade Device circuit, a type of circuit that delays signals by
routine periods of time. It also uniquely uses two modulated delayed signals alongside a dry signal.
These delayed signals are out of phase with each other to spare you the motion sickness.These 4
buttons represent the 4 modes, with 1 being the mildest and 4 being the most extreme. With each
step up, the rate gets faster and the effect becomes more prominent. Every mode sounded good. A
mono input and stereo outputs allow you to make maximum use of the Dimension’s signature wide
sound. What’s not to love It’s unmistakable. This makes for a swirling, watery sound that’s also
instantly recognisable.
But the fact that the Dimension C offered a slightly different take on the chorus effect, as well as a
simple 4button interface, seemed to capture the imagination of guitarists everywhere. The
Dimension C’s reputation is both a cause and effect of the hype that surrounds it. Here are a few
examples of famous players who use the Dimension C He uses its stereo outputs for massive width,
giving him a much broader platform for more pedals. As mentioned earlier, it uses a second signal
that’s delayed and pitch shifted offering whatever amount of swirl you desire.No knobs, no filter, no
rate or depth controls. Just 4 simple modes that sound great. We’re firm believers that guitarists
could almost be divided into two crowds those who want maximum control, and those who just want
to plug in and sound great. The Dimension absolutely appeals to the latter! This effect unit provided
stunning analog warmth and unprecedented width, making it an instant classic. It came in the form
of a rack unit, and quickly became a mainstay of studios worldwide. The Dimension C took the best
bits, particularly on the chorus side of things, and squeezed them into the classic Boss stompbox
enclosure. As mentioned above, Boss themselves released the CE5 Chorus Ensemble to fill the void
that the Dimension C left behind. While it wasn’t the same, it satisfied guitarists’ desire for a
similarly rugged, reliable chorus pedal. Beyond that, here are a couple of alternatives And it’s
purple. Many have likened this, naturally, to the classic Dimension C tone. Using their handy
Toneprint technology, they developed a setting called DimensionM, which many users agreed
managed to get pretty close to the desired effect. This pedal has some serious width. A stunning
recreation of an old favourite, revamped with some extra special sauce. Video Edited by John
Hollingworth. Available Here. BandCamp Pay What You Want . Spotify . Amazon Music . Google Play
. Hey Guys Im Rabea.
Im the lead guitarist in Dorje and Toska, where i write music, make songs and have a great time with
my mates. Toska . Dorje . Ive created a complete online guitar course with Musicisum Sign up here. I
also have my own line of guitars with Chapman Guitars, and ive designed numerous products with
some really cool companies, such as the Victory Amps VX Kraken. Anyway, i hope you enjoy my
videos, thank you for watching. Please SUBSCRIBE to my channel. You can also follow me here.
Facebook . Instagram \. Twitter It still has the 4button design, with mono input and stereo output,
but it also features a mode switch. This allows you to go from classic Dimension C sound to a
stunning replication of the Roland Dimension D, all in one stompbox! Check out our article on it
here! Or head over to our site and check out our full Boss range! He spends his free time composing
for music libraries and playing in a postrock band. Sams desert island gear would be his Mexican
Tele, Strymon El Capistan and Teenage Engineering OP1. Johns Nova Scotia Bedford Dartmouth
Halifax New Minas Sydney Ontario Belleville Brampton Brantford Burlington Cambridge Cobourg

Guelph Hamilton Kanata Kingston London North London South Markham Mississauga North Bay
North York Orleans Oshawa Ottawa Owen Sound Peterborough Pickering Sault Ste. Marie
Scarborough St.Designed in the premium Waza Craft analog tradition, the DC2W offers not just a
perfect sonic recreation of the original DC2 Dimension C pedal, but also the legendary SDD320
Dimension D studio rack effect it was based on. The DC2W features the same intuitive fourbutton
preset interface as the original 80sera effects, now evolved with electronic switching that unlocks a
multitude of sonic variations not available on the vintage units.
Highly soughtafter by musicians and audio engineers, the Dimensions unique spatial processing
magically enhances the width and depth of any sound, from electric and acoustic guitars to
keyboards, vocals, and other sources. Built from the original circuit designs and updated with
modern refinements, the DC2W is the only pedal available that delivers the classic Dimension
experience with complete sonic authenticity.This pedal is definitely versatile in that it can be really
quite subtle and can be a pretty noticeable effect, but I would not call it swirly, heavy modulated
sound. If anything it sounds phasey, which makes the width sound bigger, but it doesnt modulate
like alot of phasors or flangers, its definitely more subtle. This pedal is a faithful recreation of the
original boss Dimension C pedal, but it also adds the SDD320 mode that emulates the Original
Roland Dimension D rack, and also allows you to select between any combination of settings 14. Part
of what makes this thing and the Dimension D rack unique is its signal path. Adding feedback in this
way adds further complexity to the effect, giving the impression that there are more than two
modulation processes at work — so you don’t hear the familiar churning sound inherent in typical
chorus effects. And furthermore the Dual out of phase modulation sections are then mixed back in
with the 100% dry signal, so that your original tone and punch arent compromised. Okay what else.
Oh, it can either be used in mono, or sterio if you wanted to use a sterio cab setup or something. It
sounds great in mono in my opinion, but the real width and depth this thing creates is really only
appreciated in sterio. It sounds good infront of an amp or in an FX loop. With Bass guitar its cool,
but cuts some of the low end I find. This is an all analog pedal though I am pretty sure that Boss is
using alot of surface mount components as opposed to through hole.
For this price, I would have like to see a through hole pedal, but thats a nitpick, sort of. I have no
beef with the sound of surface mount, but what bugs me is if anything breaks or components need
replacing its not easy like it is to solder through hole, and would be harder to find components.
Other than that, great pedal, and its definitely unique. How would I describe it. Posted by JC on Jun
25, 2020 Was this review helpful.I plugged into this pedal for the first time, and was amazed, so I
proceeded to purchase it. A guitarist who I play with at church came over to practice songs, and I let
him play through it. He previously had a boss CH1, and he now wants to trade it in for this pedal!
This is the best of the best for subtle modulation effects. It sounds like a chorus, but preserves your
tone, and doesn’t have the chorus wobble that people may like. I would buy it at any price, even if
it’s one cent, or it it’s more expensive than stacking a Klon Centaur and vintage TS808 into a wall of
Dumble Overdrive Special full stacks. I feel it was worth the purchase. No regrets. Posted by Nate
Rails on Jan 10, 2020 Was this review helpful.It sounds like every chorusy 80s song ever. This had to
be used by Alex Lifeson. It is very Rush sounding. But ya Im really liking this one. Posted by
anonymous on Aug 8, 2019 Was this review helpful.Can range from very lush thick chorusing to
subtile, almost phaserlike modulation with just the click of a couple of buttons. Posted by anonymous
on Feb 6, 2019 Was this review helpful.Because repairs can be very expensive in terms of parts and
labour costs, manufacturers usually only provide one year limited warranties that generally only
cover items that malfunction due to a manufacturer’s defect. With an important purchase such as a
musical instrument or piece of studio gear, however, many people want to have the peace of mind in
knowing that their investment will be protected should the product no longer be performing at
100%.

Product Replacement if your product cannot be fixed or costs too much to fix, we will replace it with
the equivalent model for no additional charge. If this is not possible, a full refund will be provided.
No Lemon Policy your product will be replaced should the same problem occur multiple times.
Loaners Available a loaner product may be given while the product is being repaired. Power Surge
Protection your product is covered even if damaged from a power surge. Accessory Coverage any
peripheral devices or accessories that come with your product i.e. foot pedal, case are also covered.
Commercial Use Coverage music and recording professionals who purchase gear for “heavyuse”
commercial purposes will still be covered. Consumables i.e. strings, reeds, woodwind pads, drum
sticks, batteries, tubes, cross faders are excluded as they are designed to be replaced. Accidental or
cosmetic damage is not covered. Speakers damaged by overpowering are generally not covered. Our
coverage does not provide compensation for loss of use. As of June 2018 the Performance Warranty
is no longer transferable. The warranty is only valid in Canada. The pricing is as follows NEW
products 4% of selling price to double the warranty from 1 year to 2 years. 4% for each additional
year. USED products 4% of selling price to increase the warranty from 3 months to 1 year. 4% for
each additional year. Pricing for used electronic products is 4% of the original new selling price.
Customers interested in more complete and convenient but not necessarily longer coverage are still
able to purchase additional years of the Performance Warranty. When ordered you will be contacted
with an expected delivery date. Our policies and services are designed to provide you with the ideal
shopping experience. Click here to recover it. A full list of beneficiaries can be found here.
Something went wrong.
Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in nonretail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. We
are here to help. To provide the musicians with an option to control the desired aspects of their
instruments tone, this Stompbox unit is equipped with the following controls e.level knob, EQ knob,
rate knob, depth knob. The CH1 works well, I am still learning how to get the right sounds for
various songs. In all respects It is exactly what I wanted despite the fact that it is well made. Having
used other combination effects pedals in the past I can honestly say this pedal being a single effect
allows me greater control and its through put to the amplifier gives me a crisp clean sound that
allows the full character of my guitar to come through. If you are simply after a chorus effects pedal,
I highly recommend you buy one of these.Cancel Thanks, well look into this. All Rights Reserved.
User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Often, small
film companies independently make these kinds of films but occasionally it’s the big Hollywood
studios that make a movie which stays in the cultural landscape, even if the initial box office
numbers may suggest otherwise. BOSS engineers studied the waveforms of Marshall amps on an
oscilloscope and developed the HM2 to replicate the characteristic midrange grind. It came out like
a more compressed version of the Marshall amp sound. Nevertheless, on its release to market in
1983 it sold quite well to legions of guitarists in the “spandex and big hair” era. The groundbreaking
parametric EQ on the MT2 was a major technological leap that enabled the Metal Zone to generate a
much wider variety of tones than the HM2 could. Within 7 months of the Metal Zone’s release,
production of the HM2 ceased forever.
It’s a subtle effect that has in the past, fooled some guitarists into thinking it is a “bypass” effect. To
others though, the EH2 is a studio or performance tool like no other. It filters off the high
frequencies of your guitar tone, and amplifies them while also generating harmonic overtones. The
amount of amplification depends on how hard you play the guitar, i.e. the harder you play, the more
the treble frequencies and overtones are amplified. In a final neat trick, when you mix these tones in
with the original signal via the MIX knob, you can either select between mixing in a regular polarity
signal or a polarityinverted one.Along with a unique pastel lavender paint job, there’s not a single
knob to be found anywhere on the DC2 chassis. In fact, its entire complement of user controls are 4
push buttons which allows the user to select one of the DC2’s 4 preset sounds. That’s right, presets

on a stompbox! At its heart, the Dimension D contained two independent BBDdriven analog chorus
units. These dual choruses were preset to VERY subtle depth rates, but the intermodulation between
the independent chorus lines and the clever stereo processing meant that the unit created an
incredible feeling of depth or added “dimension”, hence the name. The large 2U rackmount SDD320
was an instant hit upon its 1979 release and became a recording studio staple, becoming a
significant constituent of the stereo “sparkly” sound that was familiar on 1980’s pop radio hits. The
DC2 Dimension though, was an entirely new flavour that delivered unprecedented levels of
spaciousness and texture to guitar tones with its highly refined, ambient sound. Presumably, in a
boardroom decision to incorporate economies of scale, the BOSS designers were tasked to create an
effect that used the same circuit that the NF1 Noise Gate pedal used.
From this brief came the idea to completely reverse the operation of a noise gate which allows the
note attack, then clamps down on the tail and create a unit that muted the attack and swelled the
volume of the note tail. However, the knobs on a Les Paul are positioned much more awkwardly to
achieve this same effect. The concept of the SG1 Slow Gear was to recreate this swell effect,
completely automatically. Development dragged on much longer than expected, until eventually a
suitable result was reached, and the resulting pedal was christened “Slow Gear”. The user demand
wasn’t there and production of the pedal ceased within 3 years of its introduction. When the BOSS
division of Roland first emerged in 1976, they repurposed the chorus effect from Roland’s famous
JC120 amplifier and made it available in a gigantic AC powered foot pedal, named the CE1 Chorus
Ensemble. Though the CE1 had a slow start, it soon became a huge hit thanks to use by Herbie
Hancock and Andy Summers of The Police amongst others and was largely responsible for getting
the BOSS brand off the ground. This was no small task and the BOSS engineers took two years to be
able to achieve this engineering feat, but the result was worth it. In October 1979, the CE2 Chorus
pedal was released and still stands today as perhaps the most famous chorus pedal ever and a
benchmark by which all other chorus pedals are judged. The CE2 Chorus adds all the depth and
sparkle that are BOSS Chorus hallmarks, but also adds a fat, thick midrange boost when engaged
that turned out to be a famous and sought after characteristic of the CE2’s tone. For many players
however, including some of the biggest names in the guitar world, the CE2 continues to be their
goto chorus pedal and one of the most loved BOSS pedals of all time. The first 3 pedals to roll off the
line were the PH1 Phaser, the OD1 Overdrive and the SP1 Spectrum.
Although some users found great use in its ability to sound like a cocked wahwah or its ability to
allow an instrument to pierce through a dense mix, most musicians were somewhat perplexed by the
SP1. Sales were slow and the SP1 was discontinued from production in 1981. Keyboard and electric
piano players however, did hold it in high esteem during its initial run. No selfrespecting BOSS
junkie can claim their pedal collection is complete without an SP1 Spectrum on hand. This fact has
driven second hand prices into the stratosphere, as rabid collectors enter into bidding wars over this
most elusive of pedals. Indeed, it hadn’t been an easy feat. The custom IC chip the same as found in
the legendary SDE3000 rack delay could only just fit within the compact chassis, and the
engineering team had an immense struggle trying to fit in all the rest of the supporting circuitry.
The fact that they managed to do so was an engineering marvel, and after the public had picked
their jaws up from the floor, they started buying the DD2 in huge numbers, despite its substantial
price tag. BOSS passed on these savings to the customer by dropping the price of the DD2, however
as the RAM prices kept falling further, an interesting decision was made. Although it has seen a
couple of design revisions over the years due to component availability, today’s DD3 pedal is still
essentially the same design as the DD2 pedal that first blew minds back in 1983. Collectors of
course, still clamour to get their hands on a DD2 for the sake of history, and indeed it is the pedal’s
place in history that defines the DD2 as a cult classic. Tremolo was seen as an antiquated 1960’s
effect and the PN2 didn’t find much favour.As an author, he has written for publications such as
Music In Action, Guitarist. To play the media you will need to either update your browser to a recent

version or update your Flash plugin.You will not be charged until your item ships.
Turbo Mode I produces warm and mellow distortion with flat frequency response which is perfect for
playing bluesrock while the Turbo Mode II provides biting distortion with a midrange boost that will
give you a scorching hot lead. In both modes, the DS2 enables you to make adjustments to the level,
tone and distortion so you can get the exact sound youre looking for. The builtin remote jack allows
you to connect an external footswitch such as the FS5L for instant, handsfree switching between
modes.To play the media you will need to either update your browser to a recent version or update
your Flash plugin.Fill out this form and well BEAT IT!Please read our Privacy Policy and Terms Of
Use. Information about the FM3 may be incomplete or wrong, its being worked on. It sums the left
and right block inputs into mono, so use caution as stereo cancellation may occur.In 2018 Boss
released its DC2W Dimension C pedal, an update which is part of the Waza Craft Series. YouTube
However I highly recommend using the Dimension Type as it sets the correct base algorithm, LFO
type, delay time, phase, etc., etc. as well as turning on the Dimension Processing. The Dimension D
is really just a typical chorus. At the output, however, some special processing occurs that gives that
unique sound. The unit itself has four switches. These switches set the rate and the depth as well as
turn on the boost mode. The depth is actually reduced in modes 3 and 4 to compensate for the
higher rate. In the AxeFx this is done automatically when Auto Depth is on. The LFO is a triangle
wave and is 180 degrees out of phase between channels. The Dimension Mode parameter has three
settings Low, Medium and High. Low Dry EQ off, boost off. Med Dry EQ on, boost off. High Dry EQ
on, boost on. The Low setting has no equivalent on an actual Dimension D since the dry EQ is always
active. The Dimension Type sets the LFO type, phase, Auto Depth, Hi Cut, etc., etc. and sets the
Dimension Mode to Medium.

